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Two day old lamb at the Sage farm in Monkton Wyld by Rose Trafford 

Golden Cap E-Magazine April 2021 

BETTISCOMBE,   CATHERSTON LEWESTON,   CHARMOUTH,    CHIDEOCK,                 

FISHPOND,    HAWKCHURCH,   LYME REGIS,    MARSHWOOD,                                         

MONKTON WYLD,   MORCOMBELAKE,                                                                        

WHITCHURCH CANONICORUM,   WOOTTON FITZPAINE 

Welcome to another E-Edition Magazine which we hope you will enjoy. 

Hopefully, lockdown allowing, we will be able to print again soon and the 

magazine will be dropping through your letterboxes. 

Whilst we have no editor, the magazine committee are sharing out responsi-

bilities alongside our other more usual roles. For the past 12 years I have 

been responsible for the advertisements that appear in the printed edition. 

We are supported by a variety of advertisers, some who have been with the 

magazine longer than I have and others who have joined more recently.  

A great many of our advertisers are real local people who live in the area we 

serve and whom I am sure take an advert out to support the magazine as well 

as to advertise their own business. Although I have only had contact with 

some by email, they seem to have become friends over the years. My main 

focus is once a year sending out reminders and invoices to renew their          

adverts, which are usually about 45 and the rest of the year liaising with anyone who expresses an interest 

in advertising.                    Continued on page 2 

Note from Ros Woodbridge 
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When we are back with our printed magazine, take a minute to look through the adverts and you will          
see the wide range we have. Please, importantly, if you do contact any of them say where you have found 
them from, as it does help us to maintain the adverts.  
 

I obviously also have a great deal of contact with Creeds our printers and am always impressed by the 
service we receive. They are always very helpful (they also print our brilliant calendar) and never  
complain if I ask for changes at the last moment. I have been very sad that because of lockdown that we 
have had to revert to E-Editions and feel for their business. I know that many of our advertisers have been 
through difficult times and we have not charged them for the times we haven’t printed. I do hope, like us 
all, that soon we will be back to as normal as we can be and wish our advertisers well in the coming 
months. 
 

Finally, please consider whether you feel you could become our new editor. We have a great committee 
who are real team players and will be very supportive. Margaret as our administrator, works alongside  
the editor to assemble the magazine ready for printing and we must give her a special thank you for           
continuing to do this without the support of an editor. 
Please keep safe and well.           Ros Woodbridge 

Good Friday 2nd April                                                                                                
‘Good Friday Service’ A reflective service of readings,                        

poetry, prayers and music at Whitchurch 11am 

'The Last Hour' at Lyme Regis 2pm,                                                              

         a service of organ music, readings and silence 

Easter Day Services at 9.30am April 4th 

Charmouth—Easter Day Communion                                                                                                 

Marshwood (with Bettiscombe)—Easter Day Communion                                                                        

Stanton St Gabriel—Easter Day Morning Worship                                                                 

Wootton Fitzpaine (with Monkton Wyld)—Short Easter Sunday Service 
 

Easter Day Services at 11am April 4th 
Catherston Leweston—Easter Sunday Service                                                            

Chideock—Easter Sunday Communion                                                                                

Hawkchurch (with Fishpond)—Easter Sunday Service                                                                               

Lyme Regis—Easter Sunday Communion                                                                    

Whitchurch Canonicorum—A joyful celebration of Holy Communion/Blessing for all                                                     

Given the continuing need for social distancing, church spaces                                                               

will be allocated on a first come first served basis.                                                                        

Easter Sunday online service and Holy Week Midweek Message will also be available as usual 

Good Friday and Easter Services in the Golden Cap Team 
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Being a budding stargazer, I shall never forget attending       

a stimulating and informative talk at the Christian festival, 

Greenbelt from the great Dr Maggie Adrien- Pocock          

entitled “The Moon is our Mother.” She gripped the 

crowd with her enthusiasm and passion for astronomy, 

particularly moon gazing and unpacked for us one of the 

latest scientific theories on the creation of the first life on 

earth. Sludge. Moon sludge.  

 

Well, not exactly that, but sludge caused by millennia of 

tidal activity in the barren oceans of the earth, that over 

time through many, many molecules knocking against 

each other in chemical reaction through the heat of the sun, friction, gravity and tidal action (ie the pull of 

the moon) created RNA, a forerunner for DNA - the sludgy beginning of stuff of life as we know it.  

Awesome! New life created through the phases of the moon.   

 

It’s an interesting, symbolic idea to reflect upon this Easter season, because Easter, our greatest Christian 

festival, which celebrates supremely, new life, eternal life, life in all its fullness through the resurrection 

of Jesus Christ is a moveable feast. Moveable, because its date in the Gregorian calendar is worked out 

year on year through the phases of the moon. 

 

Easter, to harmonise with the Jewish Passover, which is so central to our Biblical account of Holy week, 

falls on the first full moon after the Spring vernal Equinox, the first day of Spring, usually the 21st 

March. However, it still remains moveable beyond the phases of the moon, because it depends on which 

branch of Christianity, Catholic or Orthodox, your denomination is rooted in as we follow different 

church calendars. The Orthodox Church still follows the earlier Julian calendar with the Catholic or            

Roman Church adopting the new-fangled calendar of Pope Gregory in 1585. So across the world, even 

now the Church festivals of Christmas and Easter are celebrated on different days, but in the same lunar 

month!  

 

Nevertheless, for us, in the West and in the northern hemisphere it 

seems appropriate that we celebrate new life, and the invitation to 

eternal life in all its fullness when the first Spring moon is at its            

fullest and everything is bursting with life! But for our fellow          

Christians, in the southern hemisphere, beyond the equatorial            

climate, it’s a different story because they celebrate Easter in           

Autumn.  
 

In Autumn, when the full moons are often at their most spectacular, 

the journey of Holy Week would take on a different feel, with much 

to be considered around the mysterious, wintering in the darkness of 

the tomb, before the glorious resurrection. As Jesus says, speaking 

prophetically in John 12 just before his arrest “Very truly I tell you, 

unless a kernel of wheat falls to the ground and dies, it remains only 

a single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds.” From this          

picture of Easter, we see that even in darkness things grow and often 

experience the most transformation.  

So my friends, whether this Easter feels to you like Spring or             

Autumn, we pray for that transformation amongst us. 

Much love           Revd Virginia Luckett  

Spotlight 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/profiles/3trm0Y2037DNmqMyjm5gQvS/dr-maggie-aderin-pocock
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At the school my daughter attends they have set a challenge 
to get from the school to the partner school in South Africa 
by cycling, scooting, running and walking.  Since this has 
begun Cc has cycled and I have run near her up and down 
the seafront at Lyme, stopping at the kiosk for our reward!                 
But tomorrow this will be different.  
 

We set our alarms about an hour earlier, and Cc has gone  
to bed a little earlier as what lies ahead is a bit exciting!                    
I have got it all planned out in my mind as timing is crucial.  
 

At 6.20 am my watch vibrates on my arm, I spring into           
action (in my mind like a gazelle but probably more like a 
baby giraffe finding its feet for the first time!) and try not to 
wake a snoring Alex!  I hastily get dressed in the clothes I’ve set out the night before, Cc is also awake, 
has climbed down her ladder and is unsure about how warm it will be, so extra layers are added on the 
legs just in case!  I make my porridge and put Cc’s cereal in one container with milk in another.  Hot 
chocolate in a flask, picnic blankets, and an extra blanket for our knees.  Cc’s bike helmet goes on, and 
we’re off out into a blissfully still morning with only the glorious sound of the dawn chorus, Cc’s bike 
wheels whirring and the rhythmic padding of my feet.  It’s fresh but with no wind, quite pleasant.  
 

We head towards the sea, thankfully only a few minutes away.  It’s exciting and we’re both pleased that 
we’ve managed to get out of the door!  What greets us as we go down Cobb Road and into Langmoor 
Gardens is a beautiful calm sea, and we’re grateful to have not completely missed the main event.  The 
sun is appearing over the Weymouth horizon reflecting onto Lyme Bay and the sky is that beautiful deep 
red fading to orange and then eventually blue.  We hastily get down to the pebbly beach, notice a few  
hardy swimmers and set up our sunrise breakfast. The best breakfast of them all! Hot chocolate, shreddies 
and porridge. With a blanket on our knees, the sea gently lapping, the sky is beautiful and clear. A new 
day is dawning and it’s a cracker!  I don’t know what it is about sunrise that is so magical, the stillness is 
different there is a calm in the air that changes once it gets to about 8 o’clock. (Alex says it maybe            
similar to night fishing, there is a stillness and as it’s dark the other senses go into overdrive because your 
vision is reduced.)  The scene has now changed from the deep colours in the sky to a sunny day with a 
cloudless blue sky.  

 

Breakfast has been gobbled up, and we’ve added a bit of extra cold 
milk to our hot chocolate so it’s the perfect temperature.  We’ve had          
a lovely chat, it’s a special time that I treasure and is a good memory to 
come back to. We decide that perhaps we had better do our bit of            
exercise to get the kilometres done for the challenge. Whilst we’ve 
been chatting and gazing at the 
changing sky and sea, the prome-
nade has become a little busier; the 
girls at The Kiosk are getting ready 
to open, the dog walkers are out 

and the runners are training hard!  Cc cycles, I run and we go to the 
East end, back along to the powerboat club and then Cc has fun           
cycling around the edge of the car parks and back along to the cart 
road. We sit down at the other end of the pebbles having retrieved our 

bag from some swimmers who 
were sizzling bacon on a camping 
stove for breakfast!  
 

We sat down covered in our blankets, finished our hot chocolate and 
just relaxed, we kind of didn’t want the morning to end!  It is good to 
know that this beautiful morning spectacle happens all the time, we’ve 
just got to set our alarms earlier! I love the dawn, it is magical, full of 
hope and positivity, we just have to go outside of our routines, go for 
it, and savour the moment.            Alison Davies 

A Sunrise Breakfast 
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Fear not that thy life shall come to an end, but rather fear 

that it shall never have a beginning. 

Blessed John Henry Newman 

A true friend is someone you can see right through, but still 

enjoy the view.       Anon 

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot 

change, the courage to change those that I can and the     

wisdom to know the difference.          St Francis of Assisi 

None of us is expected to do great things, but all of us can 

do small things with great love.                     Mother Theresa 

The future is not some place we are going to, but one we         

are creating. The paths to it are not found, but made. The           

making of these pathways changes both the maker and the 

destination.        Anon  

            Frances Barter 

 

A Few Thoughts to Mull Over At this Time. 

Poem by Nigel Ball—The Lane 

 

 

Lane walked down, frost hangs like hair 

You would love to have and share 

Delight of morn or dawn excite 

Of that frost hard full of might. 

 

Arching branches birch ash and spindle 

frost soon gone,with moon doth dwindle 

Walking on, sun rising to meet me 

Light shining, glinting through trees. 

 

 

 

Onward trod, hard boots to ground 

Crunch, snag the lace and tearing sound 

Coming out from the lane,open to fields bare 

the sound, the look, no wind in my hair. 

 

So what do we owe for this wonderful place 

Time, freshness of breath,on smooth face 

Gods kingdom and beauty to stare in your eye 

from frost and high blue sky. 

 

Home is looking closer, sun streaming down 

In my eyes Squint, and give a frown 

My gate I rest and lean, to gaze the path I trod 

Thank you for the morning and being with me God. 
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There has been lots of change since our last report. We have a school full 
of children, chatter, smiles and laughter! As well as learning. 
 
From our partial opening in January following the national lockdown, we 
welcomed all the children back into school on Monday 8th March. It has 
been wonderful to see and hear the children and watch them rekindle 
friendships and spend time with one another again. We have all been 
amazed at the positivity the children have shown and their eagerness to 
come back to school and return to some normality.  
 
In the classrooms we have been focusing on well-being and reintroducing 
routines with lots of opportunities for discussion, and sharing feelings 
about school, learning, and the effect the pandemic has had on us all.            
As we move towards the Easter break, we will continue to develop the 

children’s resilience towards their learning and develop our catch-up programmes to support them ready 
for their next steps. 
 
The children have adapted well to all the systems in place, helping us keep everyone as safe as possible, 
and our parents and carers have continued to support us every day, adapting to the changes and ensuring 
their children are as prepared as possible.  
 
As we continue on the route out of national lockdown we all look forward to being able to share even 
more opportunities with the children, hoping to make the most of the summer term. 
                  Nick Kiddle Headteacher 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At a recent governors’ meeting our 
Headteacher Nick Kiddle referred to the           
impending retirement of Bishop Nicholas.   
 
Having received an email reminder, Year 5/6 
teacher Freya supervised a Year 6 pupil in 
designing a poster to send to the Bishop.   
 
An official response on behalf of the Bishop 
came from Joy Tubbs, Director of Education, 
acknowledging the efforts of the pupil. Nick 
Kiddle read the letter to the Board. 
 
I asked Nick to give the thanks of the Board 
of Governors to Freya for organising this.        
The poster is pictured opposite. 
 
     Betty Wood Chair of Governors 
 
 
 
 
 

St Michael’s Primary School Lyme Regis 
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Chickens and cream eggs for all pupils at the St Michael’s 

and Uplyme primary schools. 

In February 2020 the Lyme Regis u3a Knitting Team started 

a project to teach children to knit at St Michael’s Primary 

School. We had 11 children, 4 boys and 7 girls in the after 

school group. A good time was had by all. Sadly, we didn't 

finish the 6 weeks because of Covid. The idea at that time 

was that we would make a chicken for our individual child 

and give it as a gift for Easter. That was of course no longer 

possible. 

This year we expanded the knitting team to 27 people. We 

decided to give chickens and eggs to all the children at St Michael’s. The team got going and made a   

stunning 276; far too many. So we decided to knit more and also include the primary school in Uplyme.         

A total of 313 chickens were knitted, some of which are pictured above. Here are the names of the            

contributors:                                                                                                                                                      

Debbie Bridge; Sue Bradley; Ann Bartlett; Shirley Williams; Barbara Whitely; Fran Barter; Janet Moyes; 

Janet Plummer; Sue Wilson; Jacqueline Petitt; Jayne Avery; Betty Wood; Eileen Osbourne; Chris Cooper; 

Sue Rowe; Kay Hicks; Molly Spencer; Jane Tee; Jane Newby; Audrey Standhaft; Ruth Day; Maggie           

Allison; Anne Lindsay; Margaret McConkey; Audrey Hicks; Jane Godfrey; Rachael Pope. 

A big thank you to all those who took part.        Rachael Pope Chair of Lyme Regis u3a 

11am onwards outside James Hargreaves Village Hall, Morcombelake 

Again we will have sections on cottage plants, wildlife gardening,                                      

vegetables and houseplants. 

Dividing or thinning your herbaceous perennials? 

Or if you end up growing excess seedlings then please, 

your friendly local community plant stall                       

would love them. 

Please bring your excess seedlings, plants, plant divisions -

labelled up with plant name by 10.30am 

Donations box on stall 50p small plants, £1 for large and 

trays of seedlings 

If you can’t deliver your plants, let Carol or Ruth know  

cabrow2@gmail.com 01297 489913  

ruthieworsley@gmail.com 01297 489741   

Proceeds to Village Hall fund – sadly no income from hall hire for 

almost a year – with maintenance and utility bills to pay. 

 Stall won't be staffed – and will remain in place until evening 

Community Plant Stall— Saturday May 1st                                                                                              

Lyme Regis u3a Knitting project  
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News of people in Catherston Leweston – sadly we have seen the passing of Steve Pratt and many people 

have used his services to repair their clocks. Even just changing the batteries in our watches he always had 

a cheerful word to say in his amazing little workshop. His kind will not be replaced. 

Can we give some thought to some of our residents who need our prayers? For Doris Cornish who has           

recently had a stroke and is now confined to a wheelchair in the care home in Lyme Regis. We are unable 

to visit because of restrictions. For Pat Veal who is recovering from a heart attack and is improving. David 

Veal (Pat’s husband) was Church Warden at Catherston for many years. 

We are now becoming used to watching our Sunday service on our computers, but just recently a regular 

churchgoer said to me that they wish to get back to how things were. I said I couldn’t agree more. But I 

don’t think they will actually ever be the same. It came to light that they could not access the services 

online. They have missed out on their spiritual inspiration that we get from those online services. I wonder 

how many others are the same in our Golden Cap Team benefice – perhaps you know of someone close to 

you who needs your help to get started. 

In my lifetime I have seen more changes than took place in the 

previous 300 years – probably the draining of the levels by the 

monks at Glastonbury and the Enclosures Act might have been 

the most significant. But again the farming industry is being 

asked to change even faster because of the introduction of              

environmental payments to farmers for public support. This 

means we as custodians of the countryside will be paid accord-

ing to what the government considers to be environmentally 

friendly. 

Hang on a minute, this is not a step forward, it is a step 

back to when my father was farming – he had no public 

support. Not that I wish to work as he did. Yet he proba-

bly was very environmentally friendly. Today we have 

machines to help, as opposed to all hand labour as Dad 

did. This is the agricultural revolution. Great strides in 

technical and scientific knowledge have helped, among 

the most are the Wellington boot, animal health and 

digestion, animal housing, silage making as opposed 

to haymaking, refrigeration, milking machines, disk 

mowers, flail hedge cutters, tractors which drive 

themselves and many more in crop and seed                   

cultivation. 

 

The big question is – are we happier?              

The answer is probably no. My Dad was    

a Church Warden for 20 years and only 

missed a service if he had a cow calving. 

He was happily married for 50 years. 

Bob Hatch April 2021 
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I have been knitting ever since the early 1950s, when as a child my 3 
older sisters taught me. They were always making cardigans and jumpers 
– but never toys. I still remember their blue jumpers with white Fair Isle 
figures of windmills and Dutch girls and boys. We were also taught at 
school and to learn how to decrease/increase—we had to make a pair of 
dolly’s knickers using purple cotton yarn – the sort you would make 
dishcloths out of! I digress, but a truly clear memory. 

Learning to knit is one of the best skills I was taught – I love making 
things. However, as with most things, I am a Jack of all trades and           
master of none. I never make anything too large nor too complicated –      
I know they would never get finished, but knitting toys is a joy and I 
have certain people to thank for this. The main person is Sue Kennedy – 
Sue had knitted some hedgehogs with Tinsel Yarn and was selling them 
at our Church Christmas Bazaar up at the Woodmead Halls. I bought one 
for my daughter-in-law and said I was no good at knitting toys – the 
knitting was OK but when I stuffed them they looked like something out 
of a “Hammer House of Horror” film. Sue insisted on giving me the             
pattern so I decided to have a go. It was brilliant and I have knitted so 
many of them since. 

From there I tried other patterns. My grandchildren have enjoyed               
numerous toys and some have been sent to New Zealand to my                  
penfriend Yvonne’s grandchildren. My good friend Di Hains was also a 

toy knitter and she encouraged me all the time. When she died, her sons gave me her “stash” of wool and 
her patterns, so I have always got something to remember her by. In fact that is where the Snowman pattern 
came from. 

Last but not least I must thank my friend Margaret McConkey, who 
for several years has accompanied me to the Craft Fair at Westpoint 
where we have been able to buy new yarns and patterns. One of the 
most recent was “Evie” the elephant. I saw Evie on a stall and 
asked how much she cost. The answer was “She is not for sale.   
You have to buy the yarn and pattern and knit her yourself”.             
I didn’t think I was capable of doing this. The stallholder and           
Margaret encouraged me to “have a go”. I have lost count of how 
many Evies I have knitted now. I have one of my own and she sits 
on a tall vase in my lounge and yes, I do talk to her! 

 

I have to say how lucky I am that I have had my knitting to do during lockdown. It has been a joy to      
produce something ready for our church/school events when they happen!    Betty Wood 

 

 

 

 

A Knitter’s Tale 

All the money that 

Betty gets from the 

sale of the toys goes 

to the church or 

school. Betty’s toys 

are available at 

church and school 

events throughout             

the year 
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What would the world be,                                                                         

once bereft of wet and wilderness?                                                                 

Let them be left. 

O let them be left,                                                                                       

wildness and wet,                                                                                          

long live the weeds and the wilderness yet. 

Gerald Manley Hopkins 
 

For more than a decade the St Giles Church has maintained the churchyard at the rear of the church             

building as an area that supports wildlife. Initially the project was part of the initiative God ’s acre, whose 

patron is the Prince of Wales. The purpose of this project was to encourage the management of the many 

churchyards, quiet havens within cities and urban areas, with the potential to support wildlife in an other-

wise harsh built-up environment. However the effects of loss of habitat for wildflowers, birds and inverte-

brates can also be seen in our rural areas. The Living Churchyard Project was a joint initiative between the 

Church of England and local Wildlife Trusts. This project was strongly supported within the Salisbury   

Diocese by Bishop Nicolas Holkum, with many churches taking part in the annual competition.  

Awarded a silver medal for 3 years, in 2016 and 2017 St Giles was awarded 

Gold and the top award, the Bishop’s prize of £100, for the best wildlife         

garden. Over the years the number of flower species have continued to rise, 

with now a regular annual count of at least 98 wild flower species and 11  

different species of grasses. This diversity attracts a range of butterflies,     

bees and other insects. The competition closed when the funding for Wildlife 

Trusts was withdrawn but the seeds had been sown and many of the partici-

pating churches, including St Giles, continue to manage their churchyards 

with wildlife in mind, whilst keeping them tidy and fit for purpose for church 

use.  

 

An exhibition of photographs 

is regularly on show in the 

church entrance porch.  

 

The best time to see the  

wildflower garden is from 

April - July. 

 

After this the garden 

sets seed for next year 

and is cut back for the 

winter. 

 

However there is       

 always something to 

see throughout the 

year. 

St Giles Churchyard, Chideock - The Living Churchyard Project 

Diane Benjamin and Jeanette 

Smith receive the Gold Award 

Winter 

Spring 

Summer 

Autumn 
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The Uplyme & Lyme Regis Horticultural Society is busy planning its 2021 Summer Flower and Produce 

Fair to be held on Saturday 10th July 1-5pm at the King George V Playing Fields in Uplyme. 

As usual, the show will feature a wide range of flower, fruit and vegetable classes with some classes for 

children and crafts. There will also be charity, commercial and demonstration stands for people to enjoy 

and a fun dog show. In addition, the Society will be organising a plant stall as it is unable to hold its regular 

Plant Sale in May. The scope of entertainments is yet to be determined, depending upon Covid-19           

restrictions at the time. 

Robin Britton, the Society’s chairman said: “We’re working hard on a show that will welcome all our        

visitors back this summer and give them a great afternoon out. We’ll be including as many of our regular 

features as possible while making sure we’re Covid compliant.” 

Preparations are well in hand to adapt the show to conform with Covid-19 

requirements. The show marquee will house all entries this year, to leave 

the Village Hall free for cream teas and catering. A one-way system will 

be introduced in the marquee, which will have some open sides to ensure  

a good airflow. 

Stalls will be well spaced around the playing fields to ensure plenty of room for visitors and hand sanitisers 

will be in place in the Village Hall, show marquee and on stands. 

Society members have already claimed their potatoes for the Potato in a Bucket competition and will be 

able to obtain plug plants to grow on for the show, thanks to the support of Groves Nurseries. The Show 

Schedule with full details of classes and how to enter will be available from local shops in the next few 

weeks. 

Through Lent many of us from around the Golden Cap Team have joined 

with Revd Chris Martin in looking at Scripture in a different way – the way 

of Lectio Divina, or Sacred Reading. We have met each week via zoom. 

And what a privilege and joy to join with others in a time of quiet to pray 

and to meditate in silent contemplation as we reflected together on a few verses of Scripture. In the peace 

of semi-darkness we lit our candles, then – in complete silence we listened to our own breathing – became 

aware of the smell of the room we were in – observed the furniture surrounding us – felt the wooden            

furniture we were touching. 

Silently, we heard the voice of one person read aloud the Bible verses before  we read - and re-read - these 

same verses waiting for God to speak to each of us a word or phrase or sentence which held particular 

meaning for us. Some then spoke their word or phrase to everyone, before we heard again the same passage 

of Scripture, this time read by another.  

During this second time of stillness we listened once more for God’s prompting voice as we chose a word 

or phrase which held particular meaning for us individually – maybe the same as before or perhaps another 

phrase.  

We listened, as those who wished to told their word or phrase. And finally – in the gentle peace and quiet 

of our gathering - a few offered why and what they felt God was wanting them or maybe all of us to know 

– to understand. In our time of semi darkness - of closeness with each other - and with God - we had             

relaxed and the presence of God was almost tangible. 

Each week it has been a truly restful time of calm and quiet reflection, an opportunity which may not        

always be there for us in the busyness of daily life.                Freda Pitfield 

Summer Flower and Produce Fair set to go ahead 

Lectio Divina 
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Compline Zoom services taken in March by Heidi Merrett 

The name of this service means ‘completion’ and is a service of quietness and 

reflection before rest at the end of the day. 

During March, Heidi held Compline on Zoom twice a week. It began with a 

line of prayer: 

“The Lord almighty grant us a quiet night and a perfect end.” Amen. This, and 

the following period of silence, set the mood of quiet contemplation for the 

rest of the service. It is followed by a general confession and then a psalm and 

a short scripture reading. 

A set of prayers consisting of a line followed by a response, beginning “Into your hands, O Lord, I           

commend my spirit” and ending “Keep me as the apple of your eye, Hide me under the shadow of your 

wings.” Then the beautiful Nunc Dimittis. 

Next came prayers reflecting on the details of the day past; for things that have removed us from the Lord’s 

presence, thanks for the good and positive things and asking for forgiveness for unkindness or thoughtless-

ness. The service ended with the blessing: 

The Lord bless us and watch over us;                                                                                                             

The Lord make his face shine upon us and be gracious to us;                                                                              

The Lord look kindly on us and give us peace. Amen 

This service was new for me and I found it calming and helpful. After lockdown has ended it may be com-

ing to a church near you, and I would thoroughly recommend it.      Ann Bartlett    

It is time to get together 

As a nation and family 

Let’s forget our differences 

And let us work in Unity 

These words of a song from Vanuatu, the group of Islands in the South Pacific previously 

called the New Hebrides, opened the Zoom Service held for the World Day of Prayer this 

year. Instead of being able to meet together in one of our local churches about 90 people 

met online with the Rev. Canon Cate Edmonds. When I learnt that she herself had been to 

Vanuatu twice with the Melanesian Mission I was very glad to ask if we could join in from the Dorset side 

of the border. 

The theme was “Build on a Strong Foundation”, based on the parable of the houses built on sand or on           

a rock. The tropical beaches look idyllic but the Islands are low lying with central volcanoes so there are 

problems with cyclones and tsunamis. Malnutrition is increasing and there is often a lack of safe drinking 

water in rural areas. Women and girls lose out on education but the Churches are helping where they can 

and the Christian women have created an uplifting service. 

A number of people who had photos to show of time spent working there joined an extra Zoom and              

answered questions. We can continue to pray as we still do for Zimbabwe that we heard more about last 

year. We sent £55 towards the funds and more has probably been sent by electronic means. Thank you to 

all those who took part and to those who have donated. 

As next year’s Service is being prepared for England, Wales and Northern Ireland, we trust that we shall be 

able to join together in person once again in March with prayer around the world. The theme will be “I 

know the plans I have for you”. I have to admit that I often find I cannot sing all the words of the hymn that 

always closes the Service, “The Day thou gavest, Lord, is ended” as I think of friends and family members 

that seem very far away. We can remain united as members of Christ’s family..             Anne Sankey 

World Day of Prayer 2021—Vanuatu 
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It is very difficult to say happy New Year under the prevailing situation. All 
the same, we still give glory to God for going with us through 2020 with all 
its challenges. We had a subdued Christmas holiday, then got into the new 
year amidst swelling numbers of Covid-19 cases. The government immedi-
ately imposed another lockdown as cases are rising and people are dying. 
We have lost two Methodist ministers as a result of Covid-19 and others are 
recovering. 
 
Generally, children are in good health, calm and trying to get to terms with 
the new normal. We have internal arrangements for academic sessions with 
the help of the Chaplain, Mercy (my wife) and 2 undergraduate students on attachments. Our form four 
children are finishing examinations. We hired a private teacher in November last year, to prepare our grade 
seven pupils for the December examinations. Education is difficult now schools are closed again.  
 
We have basic foodstuffs enough to take us to April/May. Our gaps are on milk, kapenta (dried fish) flour, 
tea bags, peanut butter and beans. We are also in dire need of toothpaste, Vaseline, toilet paper and clean-
ing materials. (These are all essential staples and are either unavailable or too expensive).  
Our vegetable garden is doing well and we are selling some excess vegetables after meeting our house         
requirements. We managed to give employees a bonus in December coming from the proceeds of sales.  
We planted a hectare of maize and an acre of beans. We also planted some sweet potatoes. We thank God 
for good rains and our boreholes are filling up. 
 
Our annual fundraising dinner was held virtually on 27 November. Zimbabwe Methodist Fellowships from 
the UK, Canada and Australia were able to join us at this time when people were able to pledge donations.  
Here are some more photos of the Communication skills events held last August during lockdown. The 
dramas were composed by the children themselves, they were given the theme "Dealing with conflict at 
home". 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The children were put in two groups, group A and group B and competed in 
various activities. We wanted them to be innovative, just guide them here and 
there. It was really amazing to see them starting from scratch, organizing 
themselves and showcasing their different talents. 
 
The infants were given English words to read, pictured left. They learn             
English as their second language but some children may speak more than two.       
A fun-filled week for everyone. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Update from The Matthew Rusike Children’s Home Zimbabwe 

The silent treatment  Separate the trouble 
Sit down, listen and talk about the problem 

Senior boys model the shirts        
and waistcoats they made 

Some young 
people wrote 
and delivered 

their own 
speeches 
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We have 5 children in boarding schools. 6 children have written Ordinary level examinations and if           
they pass they will proceed to A level and would need sponsorship. Out of these 6 prospective A level                 
students, 4 are at Matthew Rusike college. 
We have one child who is waiting for A level results. 38 children are in local Primary schools and 30 are 
in local secondary schools. 
I am very happy to share the good news that 4 of our boys have found employment. We are so grateful 
for your continued support, more important during these trying times. 
                   Rev Linny Mutendzwa 
 
I hope you are doing well, here everything is pretty much 
the same as before. Level 4 lockdown has been extended 
until the 15th of February, although the deaths are starting 
to decrease the situation remains difficult. I applaud the 
move to extend the lockdown, maybe if we open up too 
quickly we will go back to an uncontrollable situation.     
We are also experiencing heavy rains. It looks like we have 
a good farming season this year. We have had a generous 
supply of rains over the past two months. 
 
Progress has been made in the Early Child Development 
unit (ECD) as a result of the generous donation from a 
Friend in the UK. The facility has been repainted (inside 
and out), there is also a lot of work taking place in the play 
area but this is not yet complete. (I think the photos will 
look better with children around). We also purchased a 
jumping castle with the funds. I must add that the funds  
enabled a major facelift for the ECD and we are very           
grateful. 

The ECD outside play area is being totally        
refurbished and safely fenced. It looks as 
though there will be scope for imaginative play 
as well as exercise and fun. We look forward 
to photos of the area full of local children as 
well as MRCH residential children when the 
schools are open again. 
 
Once again we thank you for all your support 

during this very trying year. Please remember it is more difficult for the children and families in                 
Zimbabwe having to continue living with a dreadful economy and we need your continued support to 
help them thrive in such devastating times. 
            Zvirinane Matore 
 
Contacts 
Chair: Carol Banham 
64 Saffron Crescent 
Tickhill, Doncaster 
S Yorkshire DN11 9RU 
carol2021@banham.net 
01302 744 920 
 
Secretary: Michael Mapako  
michaelmapako61@hotmail.com 
 
Treasurer: Immanuel Mudzinge 
103 Linney Road 
Leicester LE4 0UX 
manu.mudzinge@gmail.com  
 
Website: www.friendsofmatthewrusike.org 
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Many of you will have heard of Michael Rosen, a previous children’s poet laureate and regular presenter 
of Word of Mouth on Radio 4.  He is 74 years old and extremely glad to be alive, having survived Covid.  
He talks about recovering from Covid as he still has a long way to go, having spent 48 days in intensive 
care. 
 
Shortly before he was aware that he had contracted the virus, he spoke on the Today programme last year 
arguing that older people had as much right to live as anyone else.  There had been debate about promot-
ing the right of younger people to be prioritised for inoculation.  Such an irony in that unbeknown to him-
self, he was already ill with Covid 19. 
 
He went into hospital at the end of March 2020 and his poem These Are the Hands, previously written to 
celebrate 60 years of the NHS, became a tribute to the work of NHS staff during the pandemic.  Also, his 
most famous book, We’re Going on a Bear Hunt inspired the placing of teddy bears in our windows at 
home. 
 
He has a new collection of prose poems out, Many Different Kinds of Love, a real testament to his still 
not only being alive but back to his skill of writing.  The significance of this is not to be undervalued 
when you hear that 42% of patients died during his time in hospital. 
 
Despite the physical damage that Covid has left him with, his story is one of resilience and fight against 
the odds.  He says how he has become more vulnerable, but that in his own words, “I can’t see any point 
in feeling hopeless.” 
He has a loving family to support him, especially his wife Emma who 
wrote to him constantly while he was in his induced coma. 
 
I personally feel that he is such an inspiration and should like to add        
a brief extract from one of the poems from the new collection. 
 
“I am not who I was 
I am who I was 
This is not me 
This is me. 
 
I am now the person 
who is alert to every twinge 
or mark anywhere on me. 
I am getting to know this person. 
This is  not me 
This is me.” 
 
I need to acknowledge that this account was summarised from the 
Guardian newspaper’s Review section, 13 March 2021. 
                  Frances Barter 
 

MARCH 2021 HALF YEARLY GRAND DRAW 
 
First Prize  £100.00 No 60 Mrs. A Kay Wilkinson 
Second Prize £50.00   No 77 Mr. & Mrs. Jim Coe 
 

MARCH 2021 MONTHLY DRAW 
 
First Prize  £15.00 No 1 Mr. Leslie G. Smith 
Second Prize. £10.00 No 62 Mr. & Mrs. Peter Chapman 

Whitchurch Canonicorum, Morcombelake & Ryall Village ‘100’ Club 

Michael Rosen, Poet and BBC Broadcaster. 
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An energetic 6.5 mile walk, encompass-
ing Pilsdon Pen and Lewesdon Hill. 
We suggest you take OS Explorer map 
116 and / or GPS with you. 
Obvious parking spots are the car park 
below Pilsdon on the Broadwindsor 
Birdsmoorgate Road or at Bucks Head, 
between Bridport and Broadwindsor.        
As this is a circular walk it doesn't            
matter. We start at Bucks Head. 
 
Follow the track towards Brimley 
Coombe Farm for 200 yards, turn R 
through gate, then L, on steps uphill. 
Continue climbing through the ancient 
beech trees until the plateau of Lewesdon 
Hill itself. Continue straight on from the 
high point down to meet Lewesdon Hill 
Lane, which is also the Wessex Ridgeway, which runs for 127 miles from Marlborough to Lyme Regis.   
 

Continue downhill through trees with open country 
on either side. Emerge onto tarmac, turn L along road, 
after 200 yards turn R to Courtwood Farm. Continue 
on track past farm. This is Sheepwash Lane. The clue 
is in the name - it's muddy!  Follow for approx 0.5 
mile to a crossroad of paths. Turn L merging with the 
Monarchs Way, which meanders for 625 miles from 
Worcester to Shoreham in Sussex, the approximate 
route of King Charles II after Cromwellian defeat.  
 
Go straight towards Lower Newnham Farm where,     
at a gate, you are given a choice - through farmyard 
or garden. Pass the farm up the drive to cross over the 
road, then straight for one field. At the hedge line, 
angle right for the steep climb up Pilsdon Pen to a 
gate. Then turn L by the NT sign, onto the Pen with 
its wonderful views. 
 

We lose the Wessex Ridgeway here. 
Continue leftwards across the Pen, then down to the road and car park.  Cross the road and walk down 
the lane opposite. At the house on the R, go R through the small garden gate, with its Monarch Way sign, 
and follow around the house. Continue downhill to meet the lane at a farm shed, then down the lane for 
approx 200 yards, turn L onto a farm track. You are now on the 3rd waymarked path, the Jubilee Trail, 
winding 90 miles through Dorset from Forde Abbey to Brokeley Dyke, celebrating 60 years of the          
Ramblers Association. 
 
After a very short distance, leave the track, bear L across a field on a faint path. Cross a 2nd field with 
hedge line on R. Then R and L crossing a ditch. Cross over another field then a lane. Go straight down a 
track to a muddy gateway. Straight again, with Laverstock House and farm buildings to the left. Crossing 
the drive, go straight ahead across the field. At the next field, angle R to a rather hidden stile in the trees. 
Cross this and a footbridge, climbing up emerging into a field with Higher Coombe Coppice on the left. 
Continue across another field to meet a lane and a footpath sign indicating L. Take this direction to the 
far corner of the field. Bear L towards Brimley Coombe Farm buildings. Turn R on farm track which 
brings you back to Bucks Head. 
            Sam Milburn and Briony Blair 
 

A Walk of 3 Ways. 
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It started with a phone call that went, “The lambs will 

come on February 19th, so come anytime after that”.              

I must explain that this was a phone call with local sheep 

farmer, Jo Sage, where I was asking about the possibility 

of my daughter Rose, photographing her new-born lambs 

for the Team Magazine, Calendar and Sunday YouTube 

Services. A date soon after the 19th was set and off we 

went, camera and wellies in hand.  

We were greeted by Jo and taken into a dry and very well 

organised barn, made out into a temporary maternity ward 

for the lambing sheep. One section had pens for the sheep 

with their new-born lambs; two were born that morning we 

arrived, we didn’t see the birth, but you could tell that they 

were a matter of hours old.  

A separate section had quite a few sheep in it, I must say 

they all looked, how can I put it, slightly troubled;                  

Jo explained that they were all in various stages of labour!  

The third section was an absolute joy, Jo described it as the 

‘nursery’. This contained a number of sheep with all their 

lambs together, all carefully numbered so they don’t get 

mixed up. (Numbering for the farmer only of course, the 

sheep know their individual lambs). The lambs were          

picture perfect, all with beautiful cute faces, just how you 

would expect. The sheep and lambs would stay there until 

Jo felt they would be ready to go into the fields. 

Rose was invited back to the farm by Jo to take              

photographs of the lambs in the field, so, more to come! 

Watch this space….. 

Lambs in Monkton Wyld 

A cuddle with a new born lamb 
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Hi. Let me introduce myself, I’m Alison Finch and I am the Axe Valley’s Debt 

Centre Manager. I will be working 16 hours a week from the 1st of April for CAP, 

from my office in St Gregory’s Hall, Seaton. In the meanwhile, I am undertaking 

training from CAP nationally and have many people supporting me in my role. 

So what are Christians Against Poverty (CAP)? If you are feeling weighed down 

by debt, then AVCAP can help. You may know people whose debt situation seems 

impossible, but AVCAP can help, by giving you a listening ear in the privacy of 

your own home (when allowed, at the moment it is over the phone) and provide a real solution to people’s 

debt. Since 1996 CAP have helped thousands of people out of debt, through the professional services we 

offer, through our budget and CAP account schemes. Helping many people regain control of their lives. 

CAP is not just for Christians. CAP will help anyone regardless of their religious beliefs.  

CAP monitor their services to ensure that everyone receives the same caring service, regardless of race, 

nationality, religion, age, gender, marital status or disability. Does it cost anything? No, CAP’s services are 

completely free. We are able to provide this free service because we are a charity and we receive donations 

from churches and individuals who want to help other people. 

Do you want to be part of it? Part of my role is to have befrienders coming with me to the family/ individu-

al to be a pastoral friend and guide. This is a role that no other debt company has, and which allows us not 

only to help people out of debt, but allows us to talk about Faith. If you feel you could help, please contact 

myself at alison.finch@ymail.com  or Sharon at shardav5@aol.com  We will be getting a phone in the near 

future with AVCAP’s number. Many thanks, please pray for this venture, and if you feel you can help in 

any way, please contact us. Many thanks.                  Alison Finch 

John called out to me one morning recently to say a lady was on the phone who wanted to talk to the 

churchwarden so I said hello to Mrs Smith aged 90, who went on to tell me that she was looking into her 

family tree and discovered that her grandfather Mr Reed was living in Charmouth in the year 1907 and 

lived in the house called "Mill View" to which I said yes, I know the house. 

She then asked if there was a book that she could buy which would 

give her the history of Charmouth and of course, Neil Mattingly 

wrote "Charmouth Its Church and Its People" a few years ago. She 

then told me that the house her grandfather lived in once was the 

home of Bartholomew Wesley, the Rector here from 1645-1658 who 

was the grandfather to John Wesley. That house was demolished and 

the present one built on the site at the corner of Georges' Close and 

The Street. Her next interesting information she gave me, was that 

her grandfather's sister was doing fundraising in 1909 to build a hall 

and I said yes that ties up with the building of our St. Andrew's Church Hall and we celebrated the 100 

years in 2011. 

I got in touch with Helen Hughes who had a copy of the book and was willing to send it to her, and when 

we talked together she told me Mrs Smith had called her to say the book had arrived and she was very 

thrilled to receive it. We agreed that Mrs Smith was a very friendly lovely lady and so happy we were able 

to help her and hear some of her story. She did come to Charmouth about 40 years ago but sadly the church 

was closed, so she has the pictures and stories to read which is a wonderful feeling. 

                Pauline Berridge Churchwarden 

An Interesting Phone Call 

Axe Valley Christians Against Poverty (CAP) 
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At the end of Part 1, 
Airman John Berridge 
had left the RAF to fly 
Vickers VC10s with 
BOAC. 
 
I ‘enjoyed’ yet another 
year of ‘talk and chalk’ 
training to fly with the 
VC10 fleet. The flying 
training took place at 
Shannon in southern 
Ireland. The biggest  
difference between          
flying for the RAF and 
BOAC was the in-flight 
catering - of much  
higher quality in civil 
aviation! At the end of 

the course I was allowed to fly passenger services under the supervision of a training flight engineer. 
 
My first flight was from Heathrow to Prestwick and on to New York. The first leg went without incident 
and the aircraft was refuelled at Prestwick with an Atlantic fuel load bound for JFK. We rolled out onto the 
runway and were just airborne when the tower informed us that one of our engines was ‘torching’ out the 
back of the engine. We realised that all was not well because it was accompanied with heavy vibration due 
to the loss of some turbine blades (we subsequently found out). We shut the engine down and carried out 
the safety drills. The decision made was to return to Heathrow where the engine could be replaced. Once 
we had reached a safe cruising altitude we started dumping 20+ tonnes of fuel so that the aircraft would be 
down to landing weight at LHR. 
 
I would just like to point out at this stage that over 99 per cent of all take offs and landings are completely 
incident free! 
 
Time to spare? Go by air! How to be involved in a right cockup without really trying! 
 
We left Heathrow and flew out to Sydney via the Middle East and Hong Kong. The flight crew checked 
into the Menzies Hotel and were relaxing when I received a phone call that I was to replace someone who 
had been taken ill in Fiji. The next flight to Fiji was with Qantas the following day so I arranged a first 
class ticket. The flight was uneventful and I enjoyed the oysters and champagne that were on offer.            
Unknown to me, the BOAC intended me to arrive in Fiji and immediately take the BOAC VC10 aircraft  
on to Honolulu as soon as I arrived. 
 
I was new to operating in the southern hemisphere and was unaware that I would be crossing the date line, 
as it was at the time. I arrived in Fiji unaware that I was already into the ‘next day’ and was met by a move-
ments officer who was expecting me to operate the VC10 straight away, bound for Honolulu. Instead, as       
I had been eating oysters and drinking alcohol I was obliged to take 12 hours off and went to bed. Thank-
fully, when I eventually arrived back at Heathrow my boss said that no further action would be taken due to 
the date change misunderstanding, the signal did not contain specific information as to my movements and 
my being a ‘new boy’ to the Pacific route. 
 
In 1974 BOAC merged with BEA to become British Airways and it was at about this time that I converted 
on to the Boeing 747. At first the B747 was a monster but after you’ve been operating the aircraft for a 
while it seems a normal size. 
 

Tales of an old Flight Engineer: Part 2 John Berridge 
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I was scheduled to go on a trip to Nairobi which meant that I had to leave the house by 8am for a midday 
departure. I was in the process of leaving when the phone rang and I was told that there was a delay due to 
a technical problem and I was to stay at home until they notified me that the B747 aircraft was ready to go. 
So I got out of my uniform and started doing jobs around the house. Lunch time went past followed by  
dinner time. I was just getting ready for bed when the phone rang and I was told to get to Heathrow as the 
aircraft was ready to go! It takes two hours plus to get to Heathrow from Charmouth but now the fog was 
setting in as well. On arrival at Heathrow I went to the transport pick up office and called the operations 
office, only to be told that they had failed to call the co-pilot so I was to come to the operations office and 
have a coffee.  
 
The co-pilot eventually called in and we were ready to go as the Captain was already on the aircraft with 
the cabin crew. This is when it was discovered that after 1am there was no duty driver available until 5am. 
Eventually the terminal 4 manager came in his own private car to pick us up and take us to the aircraft. We 
were then able to get underway to Nairobi. The fog was now getting thicker and 2:30am is not the best time 
of day to be doing an ‘on limits’ departure, where you can only see two runway lights ahead during the run. 
Abandoning a take-off at 350 tonnes plus and 150 mph or so in thick fog due to an emergency is not to be 
recommended! The ‘on limits’ take-off run seemed to be taking for ever but eventually the aircraft rotated 
and we lifted into a crystal clear night. Scary, but we did it! 

 
On another occasion I had driven to Heathrow only to be told that the flight would be delayed overnight 

due to technical problems. We knew that  
all the hotels around Heathrow were full 
and suggested that we should stay at a hotel 
in the Guildford area overnight. An office 
clerk told us that this was not possible as 
the hotel was not ‘British Airways ap-
proved’. The senior Captain did not take too 
kindly to being told what he could and 
could not do by an office clerk, and insisted 
that we now be housed at a hotel in central 
London. So we enjoyed a very pleasant 
evening at the Cumberland Hotel Marble 
Arch, retiring to a suite apiece.  How much 
this was costing the company I hate to 
think! 

 

The flight was now scheduled to leave at midday so we called a 
cab and travelled to Heathrow. I went through security and out 
to the B747 where I carried out external pre-flight checks. I had 
just climbed up to the flight deck when I felt the aircraft lurch 
and thought to myself “that’s odd.” I descended back to the      
tarmac and walked round to the rear of the aircraft only to find 
that a forklift truck had punched two holes in the closed freight 
door which forms part of the pressure hull.  
 
After a while two Tinsmiths turned up and I asked how long it 
would take to repair the damage. They said, “at least four hours 
and probably longer.” This now meant that with a flight time of 9 hours it would take us well over our 
flight time limitation duty period. I returned home to re-join my family and enjoy a restful night’s sleep in 
my own bed! 
 
Most of the time flights went like clockwork and I feel very privileged to have had a job that took me 
around the world with an ever-changing view outside the office window, meeting many people from            
different countries. A few of the celebrities I met were the Duke of Edinburgh, James Mason, Roy Kinnear, 
Tony Jacklin, Ozzy Osbourne and Rod Stewart to name but a few, along with great fellow crew members. 
It was a sad day when I had to retire after 30 years of a wonderful flying life.  
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Whitchurch, Ryall and Morcombelake Flower & Dog Show 

 

Potato Dig & Fuchsia Grow 
 

Available from 1st – 14th April 2021 
 

Collect your potato, bucket, and/or                     
Fuchsia & pot, 

From Felicity’s Farmshop, Morcombelake or 
The Five Bells (phone Pat to arrange) 

 
Remember to bring your growing potato in 
the bucket, &/or the flowering Fuchsia in its 

final planted pot, to the show on                         
August 30th, for it to be judged. 

 
Entry Fee: £2.50 potato & £2.50 Fuchsia 

 
Prize for heaviest crop of potatoes 

and Best Flowering Fuchsia 
 

 
 
 
 
 

For more information contact: 
Caroline on 07867967389 
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 2nd April 
Good Friday 

4th April  

Easter Sunday 
11th April  

 

18th April  

 

25th April 

Bettiscombe    At Marshwood      

Catherston 

Leweston 
  11am Easter Sunday 

service  CM 

    9.30am Eucharist 

  JP 

Charmouth    9.30am Communion CM   9.30am Charmouth 

Praise               CH 

  

Chideock    11am Communion      JP   11am Chideock 

Praise               BW 

  

Fishpond   At Hawkchurch                         

(but church will be open) 

      

Hawkchurch 
  

  11am Easter Sunday      

service (with Fishpond) 

    FP 

11am Eucharist     

    VL 
11am Morning 

worship        FP 

11am Eucharist

  CM 

Lyme Regis Good           
Friday ser-
vice at 2pm 
‘The Last 
Hour’   CM 

11am Easter Sunday 
Communion    VL 

11am Eucharist 
                       CM 

 11am Eucharist 
                        CM 

 11am Eucharist 
                          JP 

Marshwood   9.30am Communion 

(With Bettiscombe)    JP 
   9.30am Eucharist 

                        CM 
Monkton Wyld    At Wootton        

Stanton St.          

Gabriel 
  9.30am Easter Day 

Morning Worship   AB 

      

Whitchurch               

Canonicorum 
11am Good 
Friday service  
        AH/EH 

11am Easter Sunday 

Service                      AH 

  11am Morning 

Service             VL 

  

Wootton                

Fitzpaine 
  9.30am Short Easter 

Sunday service (with 

Monkton Wyld)  VL 

      

Services within our churches for April 

CM Rev. Chris Martin:   VL Rev. Ginny Luckett:   JP Jim Pettifer:   FP Freda Pitfield:                    

AB Ann Bartlett:   AH Rev. Anne Howson:   EH Rev. Eddie Howson:   BW Bob Warman:                                       

PS Philip Sankey:  CH Colin Horlock:   VH Val Hunt:   JE Rev. John Eade  
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THE GOLDEN CAP TEAM 

Team Rector                                                                                                                                             
Rev. Chris Martin The Rectory, 5 Georges Close, Charmouth, Bridport, DT6 6RU                                     
01297 561065 cemartin70@googlemail.com 

Team Vicar                                                                                                                                      
Rev. Virginia Luckett  07812 056564 goldencapchurches@gmail.com 

Licensed Lay Minister     Pastoral Minister     

Mr Jim Pettifer 01297 489260    Mrs Freda Pitfield 01297 678264     

Lay Worship Leaders                                                                                                                            
Mr Philip Sankey 01297 442558  Ann Bartlett 01297 489532   Mr Colin Horlock 01297 560838    

Team Administrator      Team Treasurer                                                                                                               
Mrs Margaret Trafford 01297 443763   Mr Peter Hunt 01297 489417 
margaret.trafford@live.co.uk 

 

Website: http://www.goldencapteamofchurches.org.uk 

Facebook: Golden Cap Team or  

Lyme Regis and Marshwood Vale C of E Churches 
 

Church Wardens 

Bettiscombe Mr Eddie Rowe: 01308 868334 

Catherston Leweston Mr Robert Hatch 01297 560689 

Charmouth Mrs Pauline Berridge 01297 560957 

Chideock Mrs Val Hunt 01297 489417 

Fishpond Mrs Cora Rawlins 01297 35712 

Hawkchurch Mrs Jean Ransford 01297 678285 and Mrs Ruth Churchill 01297 678354 

Lyme Regis Secretary: Mr Andrew Ellis 07990 659266 

Marshwood Mrs Trish Hollands 01297 678566 

Monkton Wyld Mr David Gallier 01297 442636 

Morcombelake Mrs Ann Bartlett 01297 489532 

Whitchurch Canonicorum Mrs Sue Johnson 01297 489375 

Wootton Fitzpaine Lady Bradbury 01297 560455 

Pilsdon Community The Rev. Sue Langdon 01308 868308 

If you have anything that you would like to appear in the                                   
next magazine, email your article to:                                                                               

margaret.trafford@live.co.uk                                                                                           
Lyme articles to go to Frances Barter francesbarter@francesbarter.plus.com 
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Magazine Committee 

EDITOR Position vacant 
PRODUCTION: Margaret Trafford margaret.trafford@live.co.uk 
LYME REGIS SUB-EDITOR: Frances Barter francesbarter@francesbarter.plus.com 
ADVERTISING: Ros Woodbridge 01297 489055 ros.goldencap@googlemail.com 
TREASURER: Martin Mattock 01297 489275 martinbmattock247@btinternet.com 
DISTRIBUTION: Sam Milburn 01297 489546 
CALENDAR: Heather Boyle 01297 489420  


